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Abstract

Does providing financial assistance to people who have just experienced an income shock
affect their healthcare use? To address this question, we study a naturally occurring quasi-
experiment in which people at risk of homelessness due to an income shock were offered or
denied financial assistance quasi-randomly. Among callers who have been screened as eligible
for assistance at Chicago’s Homelessness Prevention Call Center (HPCC), some are denied
assistance because the availability of funding varies. Conditional on some observable charac-
teristics, funding availability is as-good-as-randomly assigned to callers. We link callers offered
and denied assistance to records on their inpatient hospital stays and emergency department
visits. The income shock does not change overall healthcare use much among those not re-
ceiving assistance. Consequently, financial assistance has little effect on overall healthcare use.
However, shocks do increase the risk of being a victim of violence, and financial assistance
reduces receipt of healthcare that results from being a victim of violence.
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1 Introduction

Income volatility dramatically affects the lives of many poor people. Even in a strong economy

in 2015, call centers that provide emergency financial assistance in the United States received 15

million calls (211.org, 2015). Macroeconomic shocks like the Great Recession and the COVID-19

pandemic generate income volatility for a very large number of households. In the year following

March 2020, Congress allocated more than $34 billion1 to state and local governments for emergency

housing assistance, including $25 billion in December 2020 for the first-ever federal rent and utility

relief program (Coronoavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, 2020; HR 133,

2020).2 In general, income shocks disproportionately affect consumption of people with low asset

levels and people of color (Ganong et al., 2020). Worse health is one of the primary private and

public costs of income volatility. Suicides rise during recessions (Ruhm, 2000), people working at

firms with mass layoffs have higher mortality rates (Sullivan and Von Wachter, 2009), and evictions

lead to greater emergency room use (Collinson and Reed, 2018). Positive income shocks can also

increase mortality (Evans and Moore, 2011). Social insurance against income shocks is a natural

policy response. However, because social insurance is widely available, it is difficult to separate the

direct benefits of smoothing income from behavioral responses to its presence.

This paper tests whether emergency financial assistance that smooths out income shocks affects

use of healthcare. We examine data on callers to Chicago’s Homelessness Prevention Call Cen-

ter (HPCC), which pays temporary financial assistance for people at risk of losing their housing.

Following an approach similar to previous studies (Evans et al. (2016) and Palmer et al. (2019)),

our research design is built around three novel features of the program and related data. First,

the HPCC screens callers on having a shock, most often a reduction in earned income or public

benefits income. Observing such shocks in administrative records is typically difficult. Second, due

1This figure includes: $4 billion in Emergency Solutions Grants (ESG) and $5 billion in Community Development
Block Grants (CDBG) from the March 2020 CARES Act, and $25 billion in rent and utility relief from the December
2020 Consolidated Appropriations Bill. Reina et al. (2021) estimates that as of October 2020 state and local
governments had already spent $3.9 billion of the CARES funding on housing assistance.

2As of this writing, Congress has proposed but not yet passed additional funding for emergency housing assistance
under the American Rescue Plan, including $19.1 billion to assist renters, $10 billion to assist homeowners, and $5
billion for homelessness prevention efforts (HR 1319, 2021).
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to limited funding, many eligible callers who have experienced shocks do not receive assistance. The

probability of funding appears to be as good as random, conditional on observable characteristics,

which allows us to form a comparable control group. Third, the HPCC collects identifiers for both

groups which we use to link callers to state healthcare records on their inpatient and emergency

department visits.

For our analyses, we first examine the effect of the income shocks on healthcare use for eligible

callers who are denied assistance. Our results show that the shocks faced by HPCC callers do

not increase overall healthcare use but do increase the risk that the caller is a victim of violence.

For eligible callers who are denied assistance, the change in healthcare use before versus after the

call helps gauge how shocks affect healthcare use. In this control group, neither overall emergency

department visits nor overall inpatient visits increase significantly after the call. On the other

hand, the likelihood of receiving healthcare due to an assault does increase after the call among

those denied assistance. We also see suggestive evidence of a similar but imprecisely estimated

increase in healthcare related to suicide.

Next, we consider whether access to financial assistance affects healthcare use. For the full

sample, we find little evidence of an effect on overall healthcare use. The difference in the likelihood

of having a hospital or emergency department visit within 2 years between those who are referred to

assistance and those who are not is small (0.8 percentage points or 1% of the baseline mean of 58%).

This difference is not statistically significant but is sufficiently precise that we can reject increases

in healthcare use greater than 7% of the base rate and decreases of more than 4%. Similarly,

emergency visits decrease by no more than 4% and inpatient visits decrease by no more than 11%.

Given the small effect that the shocks have on overall healthcare use for the control group, it is not

surprising that financial assistance does not have a noticeable impact for this outcome.

However, emergency financial assistance leads to large decreases in the likelihood of being treated

as a victim of violence. People referred to assistance are 1.0 percentage point less likely to have a

healthcare visit due to an assault within 2 years (p-value = 0.058). This effect represents a 36%

reduction relative to the control group rate, and it aligns well with prior evidence showing that
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those those referred to emergency financial assistance are less likely to be arrested as perpetrators

of violence (Palmer et al., 2019). We also observe a decrease in healthcare visits related to suicide

that is of similar relative magnitude but imprecisely estimated because suicide is rare, as well as

temporary decreases in visits for flu/pneumonia and skin ailments.

This study contributes to the literature on the effects of homelessness prevention programs

by examining healthcare outcomes. Previous research has shown that people who are homeless

experience much worse health outcomes than the general population (Barrow et al., 1999; Roncarati

et al., 2018), and most public expenditures on people who are homeless go to healthcare and criminal

justice rather than housing or other public benefits (Flaming et al., 2015). Many studies examine

the health and healthcare use effects of much more intensive and expensive interventions for people

who are homeless, such as permanent supportive housing (Stergiopoulos et al., 2015; Rosenheck

et al., 2003; Gubits et al., 2018), or long-term housing vouchers for already housed people (Ludwig

et al., 2012; Jacob et al., 2015). However, the existing literature on the effects of temporary financial

assistance does not examine health or healthcare outcomes (Rolston et al., 2013; Evans et al., 2016;

Palmer et al., 2019).

More broadly, we provide new evidence that smoothing income volatility can reduce victimiza-

tion of violence. Behavioral economic theory suggests that being in a situation of scarcity can limit

the cognitive space needed to make choices that are optimal in the long run but costly immediately

(Mullainathan and Shafir, 2013). Desisting from violence may be one such choice, and some evi-

dence shows that domestic violence can result from unexpected negative shocks (Card and Dahl,

2011; Leslie and Wilson, 2020; Bullinger et al., 2020). However, evidence on how social insurance

can reduce victimization of violence is more limited. Much more intensive interventions, like long-

term housing vouchers, can reduce intimate partner violence (Gubits et al., 2018). Evidence on

more targeted responses to income volatility is less common, and perhaps the simplest policy of

distributing traditional public assistance programs through multiple points in the month actually

increases violence (Carr and Packham, 2019). Our paper is unique in showing that emergency fi-

nancial assistance can reduce healthcare related to violence, which complements the findings from
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Palmer et al. (2019) showing that such assistance reduces arrests for violent crimes.

Most broadly, our findings support a literature showing that the causal effect of income volatility

on healthcare use is typically limited to mental health and interpersonal interactions rather than

healthcare use overall. Negative shocks can have specific effects on suicides, mortality, and mental

health (Ruhm, 2000; Sullivan and Von Wachter, 2009; Collinson and Reed, 2018). Studies of lottery

winners similarly find some mental health benefits of large positive income shocks but not much

effect on health and healthcare use overall (Cesarini et al., 2016; Gardner and Oswald, 2007). We

complement this work by providing evidence on social insurance that smooths out negative shocks.

While a large literature has studied how social insurance affects people in developing countries and

the long-run outcomes of children, more direct studies on the healthcare outcomes of recipients

of social insurance are less common. Social insurance may have larger effects on health when

its presence induces changes in behavior, such as employment (Snyder and Evans, 2006). But in

isolating the direct effect of smoothing out income, we find similar results to the lottery studies:

social insurance has limited effects on overall healthcare use but larger effects on more focused

outcomes related to violence and perhaps mental health.

2 The Homelessness Prevention Call Center

We first provide an overview of the operation of the Homelessness Prevention Call Center (HPCC)

in Chicago. The institutional context is the same as in Evans et al. (2016) and Palmer et al. (2019),

so we describe it only briefly here. Readers wishing for greater detail should refer to those studies.

Most US communities have call centers that refer callers who are at risk of eviction or having

their utilities shut off to agencies providing emergency financial assistance. United Way operates

many of these call centers through its 2-1-1 network. In the US, 93% of the population has access

to such a call center, and these call centers receive 15 million calls per year (211.org, 2015). In

Chicago, Catholic Charities operates the HPCC through 3-1-1, which serves the same purpose as

the central hub for emergency financial assistance.
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In Chicago, individuals and families in need of rent or utility assistance can call 3-1-1 for help.

Such calls are routed to the HPCC where a staff person from HPCC collects contact and de-

mographic information from the caller. This step is important for the evaluation because the

HPCC collects personal identifiers and demographics before determining eligibility and regardless

of whether any funds are available. Thus, we can link to outcome data and observe balancing

characteristics for both people provided assistance and those who are turned away.

Second, the HPCC interviews the caller to determine if the person is eligible for assistance. To

be eligible, the caller must demonstrate the presence of a crisis that (a) is on a list of eligible crises,

(b) causes imminent risk of homelessness, (c) can be solved with limited financial assistance, and

(d) is temporary. A common example of an eligible person would be a person who lost her job,

has received an eviction notice, needs to pay 1 month of back rent, and has a new job lined up for

next month. A caller would be turned away if she has no identifiable crisis, has no impending loss

of housing, owes too much, or faces a more permanent change in income. Callers ineligible for the

HPCC are referred to alternative resources.3

Third, for an eligible caller, the HPCC determines if funding is available. Rather than disbursing

assistance itself, the HPCC connects callers to government and private entities, or delegate agencies,

that administer assistance. The staff member works through a pre-set ordered list of delegate

agencies to see if the the agency has funds available immediately and if the caller meets any fund-

specific criteria including request type (rent assistance, security deposit, or utilities), need amount,

veteran status, receipt of housing subsidies, and whether the total debt exceeds one month of rent.

For example, some funds have more restrictive payment limits or may pay only for back rent, not

security deposits or utilities. If an agency with funds is identified, the HPCC refers the caller to

that delegate agency for assistance. If not, the caller is referred to non-financial assistance.

Whether a particular person will be referred to funds is hard to predict. Delegate agencies

sometimes have funds available, but at other times they do not because they have exhausted their

3Alternative resources include legal aid, domestic violence counseling, assistance with utility complaints, workforce
development, senior services, disability services, public benefit screening, and other general support services (George
et al., 2011).
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funding or staff availability. An eligible caller who calls when delegate agencies happen to have

funding and staff availability will be referred to assistance, while the same caller would be turned

away if calling when funding is not available or staff lack capacity to process a request. Figure 1.a

shows the weekly funding rate for all eligible callers from August 2014 through December 2015.

This figure shows that the probability of funding varies considerably from week to week. While

the average funding rate for this sample period was 57%, in some weeks more than 90% of eligible

callers were referred to funds, while in other weeks only 20% were referred. This variation may differ

across different caller types because of fund-specific eligibility requirements. However, even if we

restrict the sample to callers who meet fund-specific criteria for the same set of funds, we still find

considerable variation in the likelihood of being referred to funds. Figure 1.b shows even greater

variation in the funding rate over time for the largest such group in our data, callers who do not

have other housing subsidies and are asking for more than one month of rent assistance totalling

more than $900. Some of the overall variation in the funding rate, though, will be absorbed when

we control for these fund-specific criteria, because for some subgroups there is little variation in

fund availability over time. For example, Figure 1.c shows that a group of callers with lower need

amounts is referred to funds 96 percent of the time, and for most weeks the funding rate for these

callers is greater than 90 percent.

Because fund availability is determined by factors outside the control of the HPCC, the call

center has limited information about when funds will be available. Any information they might

have about future funding is not shared with callers. The instructions for HPCC staff state, “If

anyone asks, ‘when will a fund be available?’ please respond the following: ‘I do not have information

on when funds will be available. Unfortunately, there are not enough funds for everyone who needs

assistance and availability is sporadic.’ If anyone asks, ‘should I call back?’ please reply: ‘That is

up to you.’ If anyone asks, ‘but what is the best time to call?’ please reply: ‘There is no best time

to call. The need is so high in Chicago/the Suburbs, there are so many people trying to get access

to the limited number of grants’” (HPCC, 2013).

As a result, the HPCC process generates a natural comparison group. Observationally identical
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callers are sometimes referred to funds and other times not. The unpredictable and high frequency

variation in the funding rate ensures that callers who are referred to funds vs. not will be similar,

conditional on characteristics that affect fund-specific eligibility requirements.

3 Data

3.1 HPCC Call Center Data

The HPCC provided us with detailed call information for all calls from January 20, 2010 to March

29, 2018. These HPCC records include the call date, demographic information (such as name, date

of birth, address, last four digits of Social Security Number (SSN), age, and gender), request type

(for rent, security deposit, or utilities), other information gathered to determine general eligibility

(such as sources and dollar amounts of income, type of crises, and whether they have an eviction

notice), and information to determine whether they satisfy fund-specific restrictions (such as need

amount, veteran status, receipt of housing subsidies, and whether the total debt exceeds one month

of rent). Because we have the ZIP code for each caller’s residence at the time of the call, we can

merge in data from the 2009-2013 American Community Survey (ACS).

3.2 IDPH Healthcare Use Data

Our healthcare use outcomes come from administrative records maintained by the Illinois Depart-

ment of Public Health (IDPH). These data cover all inpatient stays and emergency department

visits to acute care hospitals, specialty hospitals, and ambulatory surgical treatment centers in the

state of Illinois. For each record, we observe whether the visit was inpatient or emergency, total

charges, the payer (Medicare, Medicaid, private insurance, self-pay, or other), the length of stay,

and a series of International Classification of Diseases (ICD) diagnosis codes and emergency codes.

HPCC caller records were provided to IDPH, which matched them to their records based on

date of birth, last 4 digits of SSN, first name, and last name. The match is limited to the person

calling because we do not have identifiers for other members of the household. IDPH then sent
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the research team a de-identified file that included the linked health outcomes as well as a unique

anonymized caller id, the month of the call,4 and all control variables necessary for the analysis.

The IDPH healthcare records cover the years 2013 to 2017. Records after 2017 postdate the data

sharing agreement with IDPH, and the administrative health records before 2013 do not include

the exact dates needed to determine whether the healthcare visit occurred before or after the call.

We construct diagnosis categories using groups of ICD codes. Because hospitals and treatment

centers in Illinois transitioned from the ICD-9 to the ICD-10 protocol during our measurement

period, we first make some adjustments to generate consistent ICD codes over time. Specifically, we

use the 2018 general equivalence mappings (GEMs) from the National Center for Health Statistics

to map ICD-9 codes from visits before October 2015 to ICD-10 codes (NCHS, 2018a). Next, we

aggregate unique 7-digit ICD-10 codes up to the diagnosis category (3 digit) level. We then combine

diagnosis categories into groups informed by the chapters of the ICD-10 Codebook (WHO, 2008),

definitions from the Centers for Disease Control’s reference materials (CDC, 2013, 2007; Annest

et al., 2014), and categorization schema from previous work in the public health and economics

literatures (Roncarati et al. (2018), Ruhm (2018), Shah et al. (2015)). We describe the construction

of outcomes from ICD codes in greater detail in Appendix A.

3.3 Sample for Analysis

The sample used for this study is drawn from the extract of all calls to the HPCC from January

20, 2010 to March 29, 2018 matched to IDPH records on healthcare use from January 1, 2013 to

December 31, 2017. We include not only callers seeking assistance for rent or security deposit but

also utilities and other needs. As shown in the left side of Table 1, the HPCC received 165,319 calls

during the period from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2017.

We restrict our sample based on eligibility for funds. Most callers fail at least one of the four

criteria discussed above and are not eligible for assistance. Following Evans et al. (2016), we also

4Because we observe month rather than exact date in this de-identified data file, outcomes for the same calendar
month as the call straddle the call date. Due to this ambiguity, we omit the call month from both the pre-call and
post-call measures in our main specifications.
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exclude observations for which HPCC does not record the current living situation of the caller (i.e.,

whether one rents housing, owns housing, or lives in shared housing).5 During our sample period,

the HPCC received 21,497 calls from individuals who satisfied these eligibility criteria.

Availability of healthcare use outcome data limits our sample due to a number of restrictions,

as shown in Figure 2. We observe healthcare use from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2017. To

observe 24 months of post-call outcome data, we restrict the sample to the 15,499 eligible calls on

or before December 31, 2015. We further limit the sample to the 13,762 calls that occur on or after

July 1, 2013 so that we can observe 6 months of healthcare records before the call.

We also limit the sample based on previous call history. People often call the HPCC multiple

times if they do not receive funds on the first call. Funding on subsequent calls may not be

exogenous because people who call multiple times may have different underlying healthcare use

than those who call once. Thus, we restrict our attention to people who have not called recently

for whom availability of funds should be exogenous. Our main analysis will use a sample of calls

for which the caller has not called the HPCC in the past six months, as has been done in past work

(Evans et al., 2016; Palmer et al., 2019). In other words, we keep the first call for any person in our

data and any subsequent call for which the gap between that call and the most recent previous call

is more than 6 months. This restriction reduces the sample for our main analysis to 8,585 callers.

To ensure our results are not sensitive to this restriction, which includes in the sample calls from

individuals who had called 6 or more months prior, we consider tighter restrictions. For example,

we examine our results for the sample of 6,459 calls from people who had no preceding call since at

least the start of our HPCC data, January 20, 2010.

To determine how healthcare use for HPCC eligible callers aligns with that of the broader

population, we compare the average number of inpatient discharges for our sample to those for the

entire county that the HPCC predominantly serves. Since seniors rarely call the HPCC, we limit

this comparison to people aged 18-64. Table 2 shows the comparison. For HPCC callers, we report

health care utilization in the calendar year prior to the call to capture these outcomes for a period

5Applying this restriction excludes only 0.2% of callers in our main analysis sample.
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that predates any receipt of assistance. Over the period from 2014 to 2017, eligible callers had an

average of 149 inpatient visits per 1,000 callers in the preceding calendar year. This value is 53%

larger than the value of 97.4 for all of Cook County (column 3). HPCC callers are often female,

young, poor, and people of color. In the second column, we re-weight the HPCC sample to match

Cook County on these observable characteristics. When re-weighted to match Cook County, the

sample of 2014-2017 HPCC eligible callers averages 154 inpatient visits per 1,000 callers, which

is 58% larger than the corresponding Cook County value. Thus, most of the raw difference in

healthcare usage cannot be explained by differences in demographics. In each year of our sample

period, the hospital utilization rates are significantly higher for our HPCC sample than for Cook

County on the whole. This difference emphasizes that our sample is likely to be somewhat more

disadvantaged than the overall population because we are selecting on a group that at some point

receives an income shock that leads them to seek emergency financial assistance.

4 Empirical Strategy

4.1 Regression Specification

If funding were randomly assigned, the causal effect of being referred to emergency financial assis-

tance could be determined through OLS estimation of the following:

Yi = α1 + Fundsiβ1 + ε1i, (1)

where Yi is an outcome, such as whether person i has an inpatient visit after calling; Fundsi

is an indicator for whether the person was referred to funds; and ε1i is an individual-specific error

term. The estimate of the coefficient β1 measures the difference in mean outcomes between those

referred to funds and those not referred to funds.

Table 3 displays this simple comparison across those referred and not referred to funds. The

top half of Table 3 shows healthcare use outcomes. The first three columns show mean outcomes
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for all eligible callers, callers who are not referred to funds, and callers who are referred to funds,

respectively. In all cases, we restrict focus to our main analysis sample as described above. For

example, 56% of callers in our sample have at least one emergency or inpatient visit in the 24

months after the call. This value is 58% for those who are turned away without funds and 55% for

those who are referred to funds. The final column shows the difference in means, in this case 2.6%,

which is statistically significant at the 5% level.

However, referral to funds by the HPCC depends on a few observable factors. As discussed

above, some delegate agencies go beyond HPCC’s general eligibility criteria and have fund-specific

eligibility criteria, including limits on the type of need and the size of the need. Some callers are

eligible at more delegate agencies than others, which makes the probability of treatment depend

on these observable characteristics. To the extent that healthcare outcomes correlate with these

screening factors, simple differences in means cannot be interpreted as the causal effect of financial

assistance on healthcare use.

The lower half of Table 3 shows how these fund-specific criteria vary with fund availability. For

example, 80% of callers who are eventually referred to funds apply for assistance with back rent

while only 32% of those who are turned away need back rent. Those who are turned away are more

likely to need assistance with a security deposit or utility payments, because fewer agencies will

support these needs. Similarly, lower treatment rates correlate with large need amounts, not being

a veteran, housing subsidies, income, and being a senior.

To address the fact that some groups are more likely to receive funding than others due to fund-

specific eligibility rules, we estimate the effect of emergency financial assistance by exploiting only

the variation in funding that remains after controlling for fund-specific criteria. Because HPCC

centralizes the screening process for delegate agencies, we observe all of the factors that explicitly

affect funding and can control for them. We estimate the following regression equation by OLS.

Yi = α2 + Fundsiβ2 +Xiδ2 + Ziγ2 + ε2i (2)

In this specification, Zi is the set of individual characteristics that affect fund-specific eligibility
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and thus the probability of funding. This set of variables includes request type (i.e. rent assistance,

security deposit, etc.), need amount categories, veteran status, receipt of housing subsidies, and

whether the total debt exceeds one month of rent. To account for patterns in call volume we also

include in Zi measures of call characteristics such as the rank of the call within the day, day of the

week, month, and time of the month (first five days, last five days, and middle days). Because the

maximum amount offered by various delegate agencies changes somewhat over the sample period,

we also include interactions of need amount with year and quarter indicators. We also observe a

vector of caller characteristics Xi that should not affect the availability of funding (including age,

gender, race, ethnicity, income, and receipt of benefits), but we include these characteristics as well

to reduce residual variance in the outcome. Other variables are defined as before. The coefficient

of interest is β2 which measures the difference in the outcome between those referred to funds and

those not, controlling for Xi and Zi.

Due to incomplete administrative data from the HPCC, we do not observe all of the observable

characteristics for our entire sample period.6 For the first part of our sample period, from January

20, 2010 to April 3, 2013, we have complete data. For the next five quarters or so, corresponding to

the period from April 4, 2013 to July 31, 2014, some control variables in Zi cannot be reconstructed

from the variables that were extracted from the HPCC administrative records. These missing

variables, such as whether the need is for back rent or a security deposit, affect the probability of

fund availability, so in certain robustness checks we restrict the sample to exclude calls from April

4, 2013 to July 31, 2014. For the remainder of the sample period, we essentially have complete

data, lacking only data on public sources of income, which are in Xi and therefore are not thought

to affect the probability of fund availability.

6HPCC implemented changes to its IT infrastructure twice during our measurement period: first on April 4, 2013,
and then again on August 1, 2014. The various sets of caller characteristics which are missing following each change
result from these updates to the underlying information systems but do not reflect substantive changes to the caller
interview process.
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4.2 Take-up

Our empirical strategy focuses on the effect of being referred to financial assistance. To the extent

that take-up is incomplete, this intent-to-treat (ITT) effect will differ from the effect for those who

actually receive assistance. There are two possible reasons for a difference. First, not all people

offered assistance may ultimately receive assistance, due to lack of follow through by either the

caller or the delegate agency that provides funds. Second, people who are initially denied funds

may repeatedly seek assistance and ultimately receive it on a later call. We cannot directly estimate

the local average treatment effect because we do not directly observe the payment of assistance.

Our data comes from the HPCC itself, and funds are paid by delegate agencies outside of the

HPCC. However, all the available evidence indicates a large contrast in the probability of assistance

between people who are initially approved vs. denied.

Most callers to the HPCC who are referred to assistance do actually receive help. The Center for

Urban Research and Learning (CURL) at Loyola University conducted a descriptive evaluation of

the HPCC (George et al., 2011). They surveyed HPCC callers who had been approved for funding

and referred to a delegate agency within 7 days of their initial call to the HPCC. Of 105 people

in the survey, 71 percent had already received assistance, expected to receive assistance, or had a

request in process. The remainder had either not been contacted (18 percent) or had been denied

as ineligible (10 percent).

Receipt of funds is uncommon in the control group because few households succeed in obtaining

assistance from future calls. We can directly observe repeated calls in our data. Among those who

call when funds are not available in our sample of first-time eligible callers, only 5.4% call back at

some later date and are referred to funds. Assuming these callers actually receive assistance at the

same 71% rate as the full sample of callers, approximately 4% of our control group would receive

assistance. Overall, imperfect take-up in the treatment group and future funding of the control

group imply that the treatment group is about 67% more likely to receive assistance. Thus, the

2SLS estimate would be about 49% (or 1/0.672) larger than the ITT effects we report.
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4.3 Exogeneity of Fund Availability

Our empirical strategy relies on the assumption that callers referred versus not referred to funds

are similar conditional on a small set of known, fund-specific eligibility criteria. This identification

assumption implies that other observable demographic characteristics should be balanced across

the two groups once we account for factors known to affect funding. We test this implication using

the follow regression equation, estimated by OLS:

Xi = α3 + Fundsiβ3 + Ziγ3 + ε3i (3)

The dependent variable, Xi, is a characteristic known not to affect the probability of receiving

funding, such as whether the caller is female. The coefficient β3 measures the difference in that

characteristic between those referred to funds and those not, adjusting for differences in factors that

do affect fund availability, Zi.

Table 4 reports the results of these baseline balance tests. The columns display, respectively,

the overall sample mean, the control group mean, the treatment group mean, and the estimated

coefficient β̂3. Each row reports a different baseline characteristic. For example, the first row of

the section on lagged outcomes shows that lagged healthcare is balanced: 28% of those for whom

funds are available had an inpatient or emergency visit in the 6 months before the call, as compared

to 29% of those for whom no funds are available. After adjusting for the controls Zi, the -0.9

percentage point gap narrows to a statistically insignificant 0.4 percentage points.

Overall, baseline characteristics predict similar future healthcare use for the treatment and

control group. To summarize expected healthcare use, we estimate an OLS regression of a dummy

for any healthcare use in the 24 months after the call on all of the Xi and Zi variables as well as

healthcare use in the 6 months prior to calling, using only control group data. We then predict

fitted values for both treatment and control groups using the coefficients from that regression. The

first line of Table 4 shows the means for the fitted values. Based on their observable characteristics,

we would predict that 58% of the control group will have a healthcare visit within 24 months. We
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predict a similar value of 57% for the treatment group. Adjusted for fund-specific eligibility factors

and calendar controls (Zi), there is a difference of -0.4 percentage points, which is statistically

insignificant and small relative to the treatment effects we observe. As shown in the following rows,

differences are similarly small if we predict particular categories of healthcare use.

We detect differences in some particular baseline characteristics, but these differences tend to

be small in magnitude, for variables uncorrelated with outcomes, and counterbalanced against each

other. We detect differences at the 5% level for 8 variables, which is more than would be expected

by chance. For example, those for whom funds are available have $54 less monthly income at

baseline. This difference is small, only 5% of mean income. Because the imbalance itself is small

and because income correlates only weakly with overall healthcare use for our sample, the implied

bias in treatment effects is small. For an outcome of any visit within 24 months, the $54 imbalance

implies a bias of 0.002 relative to a control mean of 0.58. In Appendix Table B2, we show each

baseline variable’s treatment-control imbalance, its correlation with healthcare use, and the bias in

treatment effects implied by the imbalance (the product of the first two). Variables with baseline

imbalances tend to be uncorrelated with healthcare use. Variables that strongly predict future

healthcare use, such as past healthcare use, are balanced. Appendix Figure B1 plots the implied

bias for each variable and shows values that are small and offsetting. In fact, no variable implies

larger bias than the income variable considered above.

Some of the small baseline differences we observe in Table 4 may be due to missing data on

some Zi’s for part of the sample period, as discussed in Section 4.1.7 In Appendix Table B1, we

reproduce the results in Table 4, restricting the sample to the period for which we observe all fund-

specific eligibility criteria. For this sample, balance is similar to the full sample, which provides

some assurance that missing data does not invalidate our main results. Below, we also test the

robustness of our results to restricting the sample to the periods where we typically observe all the

fund-specific eligibility criteria.

7This issue was not present in Evans et al. (2016) or Palmer et al. (2019), which use earlier samples.
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5 Results

5.1 Responsiveness of Healthcare Use to Shocks

Before examining the effect of emergency financial assistance on healthcare use, we first examine

the extent to which healthcare use responds to the large income and housing shocks that HPCC

callers face. One might expect healthcare use to spike after the call for those who experience

shocks but are not referred to financial assistance. For example, income and housing shocks might

reduce stable access to inputs like healthcare, medications or nutrition (Kushel et al. (2006), Reid

et al. (2008)), induce stress (Burgard et al., 2012), or lead to crowded housing situations. Table 5

compares healthcare use before and after the call for HPCC callers who are turned away. It reports

the flow probabilities of using different types of healthcare.8 Each column compares utilization in

the 6 months prior to the call to utilization after the call for the range of months indicated in the

column title. For example, the pre period mean in column (1) of the first row indicates that in the 6

months prior to calling, 7.3% of people in the control group have a healthcare visit per month. The

coefficient of 0.0021 indicates that this value increases by 0.2 percentage points in the six months

after the call, and this difference is not statistically significant.

The results in Table 5 indicate that overall healthcare use does not respond much to the income

and housing shocks faced by HPCC callers. The pre-post differences in the first row are close to

zero and precisely estimated for all time frames. Health care use is 0.2 percentage points, or 3%,

higher in the first six months after the call for those who experience shocks but are not referred

to financial assistance. We can reject any increase more than 10% at the 5% level. Similarly, we

can reject increases of more than 12%, 7%, and 2% in months 7-12, 13-18, and 19-24, respectively.

Similarly, the two main components of healthcare we measure, emergency and inpatient visits, show

no signs of large increases; if anything, inpatient visits decrease slightly.

However, some specific components of healthcare related to violence and mental health do seem

8We report flow probabilities to allow a clear comparison between time periods with similar lengths while keeping
our main analysis sample. We obtain similar results when analyzing cumulative probabilities for smaller samples
that have a longer pre-period available.
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to respond to shocks. The risk of receiving healthcare to treat an assault injury increases with a

short lag after the call. It is similar 6 months before and 6 months after the call, but in months

7-12 after the call the monthly risk of a healthcare visit for an assault increases by 0.08 percentage

points among those who experience shocks but are not referred to assistance. This increase is large

relative to a pre-call rate of 0.09 percentage points and statistically significant at the 5% level. The

difference remains positive but fades in magnitude and statistical significance in the second year

after the call. Similarly, the point estimates suggest that health treatment related to suicide also

increases after the call, though this estimate is imprecise because diagnoses related to suicide are

quite rare.

5.2 Effects on Overall Healthcare Use

In Table 6 we present estimates of the effect of emergency financial assistance on our key health care

utilization outcomes. We present these estimates for different time horizons ranging from 6 months

(column 1) to 24 months (column 4) after the call. These outcomes are cumulative, so for example,

the 24-month outcomes indicate whether a caller received any healthcare usage of a particular type

within the first 24 months after the call. The first three outcomes measure health care utilization

(either an emergency department or inpatient hospital stay) for any diagnosis. The results for these

outcomes indicate that financial assistance has little effect on overall healthcare use for the full

sample. These estimates suggest, for example, that the difference in the likelihood of having an

inpatient discharge or emergency department visit within 24 months of the call between those who

are referred to assistance and those who are not is 0.8 percentage points, which is only 1% of the

baseline mean of 58%. This difference is not statistically significant but is sufficiently precise that

we can reject increases in healthcare use greater than 7% of the base rate and decreases of more

than 4%. The evidence is similar when looking at emergency and inpatient visits separately. We

can reject decreases of more than 4% for emergency visits and 11% for inpatient visits. We also

find no evidence of a sizeable effect of financial assistance on healthcare usage overall for shorter

time horizons, such as at 6, 12, and 18 months after the call.
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We estimate these treatment effects at many different time horizons and report these results in

Figure 3.a through d. In these figures, each point on the solid line shows the coefficient β2 from

estimating Equation (2) at a different time horizon, ranging from 6 months prior to the call to 24

months after the call. A 95% confidence interval is shown in dashed lines. Time zero indicates the

time of the call. Figure 3.a, shows that the estimated effect on emergency department visits hovers

around zero for the first 10 months after the call. After that, the estimated effect is positive, but is

both small and statistically insignificant. Similarly, Figure 3.b shows little change in the likelihood

of an inpatient hospital visit. We also report the estimated difference in health care use for up to

6 months prior to the call. That these estimates are near zero prior to the time of the call in both

3.a and 3.b indicate that the treatment and control groups were similar prior to calling.

5.3 Effects by Diagnosis Category

Although we find little evidence that emergency financial assistance affects overall healthcare use,

this assistance may affect specific types of health care use. In particular, given that we are examining

a sample of individuals who have recently experienced a negative shock that has put them on the

brink of eviction or having their utilities shut off, one might expect that these individuals are at

higher risk of health issues related to stress or large disruptions in economic stability. For this

reason, we consider the effect of financial assistance on health care usage for specific diagnosis

codes, including some that might be more likely tied to an income shock, such as suicide, substance

abuse, or being a victim of violence, as well as diagnoses that might be less related to a recent

income shock such as those related to natural causes.

As shown in the lower panels of Table 6, we find evidence that being referred to financial

assistance reduces the likelihood of being a victim of violence. We examine the subset of emergency

or inpatient visits that have a diagnosis code indicating injury resulting from an assault. This

category largely consists of fights and domestic abuse, though it also includes rarer events like

shootings, stabbings, and sexual assault. Our estimates indicate that the probability of having a

healthcare visit associated with an assault within 24 months of the call decreases by 1.0 percentage
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point (p-value = 0.058). Relative to a base rate of 2.8 percentage points, this represents a 36%

reduction in the likelihood of being treated for the effects of an assault. Figure 3.c displays this result

graphically. The probability of seeking healthcare due to an assault is similar across the treatment

and control groups prior to calling with a slight upward trend that perhaps works against detecting

negative treatment effects in the short run. In the years after the call, though, assaults are less

common for the treatment group.

We find some suggestive evidence that the likelihood of receiving healthcare related to suicide

declines in response to receiving assistance. Figure 3.d shows the graphical evidence. Because

suicide is rare and not all suicide attempts or ideation lead to healthcare, any attempt to measure

treatment effects in our sample will be imprecise, and the probability of receiving healthcare related

to suicide never differs statistically between those referred to funds and those not. However, we do

observe a rather sharp decline just after the call. As shown in the final row of Table 6, this drop

corresponds to a 0.2 percentage point decrease in the probability of receiving treatment related to

suicide within 6 months, a large change relative to a base rate of 0.7 percentage points. While

statistical precision is lacking, we see some suggestive evidence that this effect persists through 24

months after the call.

Finally, Figure 4 shows treatment effects for a wider variety of diagnostic groupings. We follow

the ICD-10 Codebook in grouping healthcare diagnosis into natural causes, which have a biological

origin, and external causes, which typically are associated with a more immediate trauma (see

Appendix Table A2). Panels (a) and (b) show 6-month and 24-month treatment effects, respectively.

Each row shows the point estimate for the coefficient on a funds dummy from a separate regression

(β2 from Equation (2)), with the top three repeating the estimates for all visits, inpatient hospital

visits, and emergency visits that were reported in Table 5. Panels (c) and (d) of Figure 4 express

these treatment effects relative to the control group mean.

As before, assaults decrease significantly in a manner that accumulates slowly over time – the

effect is small at 6 months, but large at 24 months. We see little change in external causes overall,

of which assaults are a subgroup. Most externally-caused healthcare visits are for common injuries,
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such as ankle sprains, that do not respond to financial assistance. We see some suggestion that

other very serious but rare external events drop: suicides, overdoses, and alcohol-related ailments.

While large in relative terms, effects on these events are imprecisely estimated because of their

infrequency.

For visits with natural causes we similarly see no overall effect. As shown in Figure 4, we find

some marginally statistically significant evidence of decreased healthcare visits for flu/pneumonia

and skin ailments in the 6 months after the call. This effect fades over time and only appears for these

two sub-categories. See Appendix Figure B2 for results for all categories of natural causes. However,

respiratory and skin ailments are over-represented among people who are homeless (Raoult et al.,

2001; Fazel et al., 2014), and the spread of upper respiratory disease at homeless shelters has been a

point of focus during the COVID-19 pandemic (Tobolowsky et al., 2020). Evans et al. (2016) show

that emergency financial assistance reduces the likelihood that one ends up in a homeless shelter.

Therefore, assistance may reduce the incidence of such ailments through its effect on homelessness.

5.4 Robustness to Sample Selection and Specification

We consider the extent to which our results are sensitive to alternative specifications and samples.

In Table 7, we find similar results when changing the estimation sample, the specification of controls,

and the construction of the outcome variable. Column (1) replicates our main results at 24 months

and each additional column explores an alternative specification. Appendix Table B3 provides

similar results at 12 months. These results indicate that both the insensitivity of total healthcare

use to financial assistance and the large effect for healthcare after assaults are robust.

First, we measure similar results under different definitions of the estimation sample. In the

main results, we limit the sample to calls for which the caller has not called in the past 6 months.

In column (2) we relax this restriction, limiting the sample to those without a call in the past 3

months. In column (3) we further restrict to callers who have never called before in our data. In

both cases, the likelihood of receiving healthcare after an assault decreases by 1.0 percentage point

when referred to assistance, just as in our main results. Similarly, expanding the time period of the
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sample does not matter much. In our main sample we exclude calls during the first half of 2013 so

that we can measure 6 months of pre-call healthcare use (as in Figure 3). In column (4) of Table 7

we expand the sample to include all of 2013, and the effect on healthcare after an assault increases

in magnitude slightly to 1.2 percentage points, and this estimate is more precise (p-value 0.016).

Second, the results are robust to how we control for fund-specific eligibility factors. As noted

above, referral to funds is as-good-as-randomly assigned conditional on a set of calendar and fund-

specific eligibility controls Zi, but we do not observe all of these controls from April 4, 2013 to July

31. Column (5) of Table 7 excludes this time period, limiting the sample to the period in which we

observe the Zi controls fully. The effect for assaults becomes statistically insignificant in the smaller

sample but has a similar point estimate of -0.8 percentage points. The exact set of controls that

we use also does not affect the results much. As shown in column (6), our results are similar when

we omit the set of controls for call and caller characteristics that do not determine fund eligibility

(Xi).

Third, results are similar if we change how we handle events in the month of the call. Because we

do not observe the exact date of the healthcare visit (only the month and year), for visits observed

in the same calendar month as the call, we do not know if they occurred before or after the call. In

our main specification, we exclude healthcare visits that occur during the call month from both our

pre- and post-call outcome measures. Column (7) of Table 7 instead includes this month as part of

the post period and obtains results similar to our main specification.

5.5 Effects for Sub-groups of Callers

We also examine how effects vary by sub-group and report these results in Table 8. Each column

shows the results of a model that fully interacts an indicator for the group of interest with the

treatment indicator and all of the control variables. For example, in column (1) the coefficient of

0.008 on the funds treatment indicates being referred to financial assistance raises the likelihood

that female callers have a healthcare visit within 2 years of calling the HPCC by 0.8 percentage

points. The coefficient of -0.015 on the interaction term indicates that the treatment effect for
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men is 1.5 percentage points less than that for women. This estimate is not statistically different

from zero, indicating that there is not strong evidence of heterogeneity by gender. Columns (2)-(4)

provide some evidence that effects on healthcare use vary with baseline income and need amount

but not age. For example the treatment effect is 9.7 percentage points larger for callers with above

median income as compared to those with below median income.9 However, we find some suggestive

evidence that the high and low income sub-samples already have differences between treatment and

control in healthcare use prior to the call.10

To more succinctly summarize heterogeneity based on observable baseline variables, we examine

how treatment effects vary with baseline risk of healthcare use. Similar to the predicted values in

Table 4, we calculate predicted use of healthcare based on our control variables and lagged outcomes.

We then split the sample in half based on this index.11 We do find some evidence of heterogeneity,

as shown in the final column of Table 8. For total utilization, the interaction coefficient of -0.066

has a p-value of 0.02. This indicates that the treatment effects for low and high risk groups, 0.039

and -0.027, differ from each other, though neither is different from zero at the 5% level. This result

provides some evidence of heterogeneity in treatment effects and suggests that financial assistance

squeezes the distribution of healthcare use, moving the likelihood that a person uses healthcare

closer together for high and low risk callers.

We do not find similar systematic heterogeneity for outcomes that focus on particular forms

of healthcare or diagnosis groups. The second and third panels of Table 8 split healthcare use by

emergency and inpatient visits. The point estimates for heterogeneity for emergency department

visits appear to roughly follow that for the overall healthcare use outcome, suggesting that emer-

gency department use drives most of the heterogeneity, though with the exception of the income

9The median monthly income for callers in our main analysis sample (N = 8,585) is 1,164 in 2017 USD.
10Results available on request.
11We follow the repeated split sample procedure from Abadie et al. (2018) to avoid bias from over fitting. In a

randomly selected half of the control group we predict actual use with all of our control variables and lagged outcomes.
We use the coefficients from that regression to create an index of healthcare use risk, predicting the outcome in the
treatment group and the other half of the control group. Using that index, we split the sample into high and low
risk halves. We then measure the difference in treatment effects between above and below median predicted risk
using a model that fully interacts an indicator for being above median risk with the treatment indicator and all of
the control variables, as in our other sub-group specifications. We repeat this random split and estimation 100 times
and compute means. Finally, we bootstrap the entire procedure 1,000 times to estimate standard errors.
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split, these results are less precise. For more focused diagnosis groups, we find some evidence that

financial assistance reduces healthcare related to suicide for those with greater need amounts and

this difference is statistically significant, but for other subgroups we do not detect statistically sig-

nificant heterogeneity, though our power to detect sub-group differences is limited for less frequent

outcomes.

5.6 Effects on Total Charges

Because inpatient and emergency department visits are often expensive, we consider the potential

cost savings associated with emergency financial assistance by examining the effect of such assistance

on total charges that result from these visits. To calculate total charges (in thousands of dollars),

we sum charges across all visits during the relevant time period. For a given visit, the charge

includes the total amount that the hospital bills to the payer, whether that is a public program, a

private insurer, or the patient. In Table 9 we report estimates of the effect of financial assistance

on total healthcare charges. The first row reports OLS estimates of equation (2), with total charges

as the outcome. Each column displays a different time horizon. In the the final column, which

shows results with a 24 month time horizon, the coefficient of -1.346 indicates that those referred to

funds have charges that are $1,346 less than those not referred to funds, on average. However, this

estimate is very imprecise so we cannot rule out substantial increases or decreases in charges. As

shown in the second row, results are similar if we only control for fund-specific eligibility controls.

The distribution of total charges is highly skewed, so we also test how access to financial as-

sistance affects the full distribution of total cost. Many callers have no charges because they have

no healthcare visits during our follow-up period. At 12 months, 57% have no charges, and 42%

have none within 24 months. As shown in our main results above, referral to financial assistance

does not induce large changes in the likelihood of incurring any healthcare cost. To examine ef-

fects further up the distribution, we estimate the effect on the 75th and 90th percentiles of total

cost. Because quantile regressions frequently do not converge with the full set of controls, we es-

timate them with only calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls (Zi). As shown in Table 9,
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these quantile estimates also provide little evidence that financial assistance has a substantial effect

on healthcare charges, though results become quite imprecise at high percentiles. The effect at 24

months for the 75th percentile is small ($13), and we can reject the hypothesis that charges declined

by 13% or increased by 13%. The estimates are less precise further up the distribution. At the 90th

percentile, we cannot reject the hypothesis that charges declined by $7,258 (16%) or increased by

$8,070 (18%).12

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we study outcomes for people who are seeking emergency financial assistance to

address a large negative shock. We compare the outcomes of callers who are referred to assistance

to those of callers who are denied. Conditional on a small set of observable characteristics that help

determine access to some funds, the difference in outcomes between these two groups measures the

causal effect of being referred to funds because denial only occurs for observable reasons or due to

quasi-random variation in the availability of funds. We link both groups to healthcare use records.

We show that smoothing out income shocks with emergency financial assistance has little affect on

overall healthcare use but reduces healthcare resulting from violence. The likelihood of emergency

department and inpatient visits after the call are similar for callers referred to funds and those who

are denied. However, those referred to funds use less healthcare as a victim of an assault than those

who are turned away.

Our results suggest that any effect of smoothing income shocks on overall healthcare use will be

fairly small. The 95% confidence interval can reject increases in the incidence of healthcare visits

of more than 7% and decreases of more than 4%. Financial assistance appears to have little impact

on overall healthcare use because the shock itself does not increase healthcare use; callers who are

turned away from financial assistance use similar amounts of healthcare before and after calling.

These facts align with previous null effects for the effect of positive income shocks on healthcare

12Since over 60% of the sample uses on Medicaid and Medicare, effects on charges to just public programs are
qualitatively similar.
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use, e.g. from winning the lottery (Cesarini et al., 2016). Income shocks seem to have less effect on

overall healthcare use than on more narrowly defined categories of mental health and violence.

Even if overall health effects are limited, emergency financial assistance would still likely pass

a cost-benefit test. Financial assistance reduces violence, and violence is very costly. In a previous

study of the HPCC, Palmer et al. (2019) find that financial assistance reduces the likelihood that

the caller is arrested for violent crime by about 1 percentage point; given typical estimates of the

social cost of violent crime, the measured effect is large enough to account for the cost of financial

assistance. In the present study, we find that assistance also reduces the likelihood the caller receives

healthcare as a victim of violence by a similar magnitude. Beyond violence reduction, assistance

reduces homeless shelter entry (Evans et al., 2016) and could affect other outcomes such as income

and employment. We also note that temporary assistance may affect health in ways which are

meaningful but outside the scope of this analysis. In particular, our data only include treatments

received during emergency and inpatient hospital visits, so we cannot measure outcomes related

to mortality nor outcomes which relate to morbidity but do not result in measurable healthcare.

Finally, we are unable to estimate changes in health outcomes over time horizons longer than

two years, which limits our measurement of the impact of assistance on chronic or slow-evolving

conditions.

Programs that provide emergency financial assistance have expanded significantly during the

COVID-19 pandemic to address the sharp rise in economic shocks and other disruptions. For

example, rates of utility disconnections doubled in 2020 (Cicala, 2021). Police calls for domestic

violence also increased (Leslie and Wilson, 2020; Bullinger et al., 2020). In response, the Federal

Government has allocated more than $34 billion to state and local governments for emergency

housing assistance programs since the beginning of the pandemic, and is currently considering an

additional $34.1 billion under the American Rescue Act. (Coronoavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic

Security (CARES) Act, 2020; HR 133, 2020; HR 1319, 2021). Evidence on the effectiveness of

emergency financial assistance will continue to be of particular importance given the massive need

for and provision of emergency financial assistance during the pandemic.
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Figure 1: Fund availablity rate, by week

Notes: Samples include all eligible callers from August 1, 2014 to December 31, 2015, with varying criteria applied. For any week, the
fund availability rate is equal to the number of eligible callers for whom funds were available divided by the total number of eligible
callers.
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Figure 2: Data and sample timelines

Notes: The main sample refers to the sample defined in Section 3.3 (N = 8,585). The July 1, 2013 start date for the main sample guarantees that all calls are associated with
at least 6 months of pre-call IDPH healthcare use data; the December 31, 2015 end date for the main sample guarantees that all calls are associated with at least 24 months of
post-call IDPH data. See Section 3.1 for a full discussion of the HPCC call center data, and see Section 3.2 for a full discussion of the IDPH healthcare use data. The type of
need request (e.g., rent, security deposit) is not observed for calls between April 4, 2013 and July 31, 2014.
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Figure 3: Effect of referral to funds on probability of healthcare use since call

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015. N
= 8,585. The solid line plots the coefficient on fund availability from a regression where the dependent variable is a dummy for having
ever received care for the specified outcome in the τ months before or after calling. To the left of zero, the outcome is pre-multiplied by
-1, so that the interpretation of the pre-trend matches that of the post-trend. However, pre-multiplication also implies that the signs of
pre-period coefficients are flipped. The regression includes a fund availability dummy and controls (Zis and Xis), as in Eq. (2). See the
notes of Table 6 for a list of controls. The dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.
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Figure 4: Effect of referral to funds on probability of healthcare, by treatment type

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015. N =
8,585. Each point estimate corresponds to a separate regression coefficient on fund availability. The outcome is a dummy for receiving
treatment for the listed type of care within the specified time frame after the call. All regressions include calendar and fund-specific
eligibility controls (Zis), as well as controls for other observables (Xis), as in Eq. (2). See the notes of Table 6 for a list of controls. In
panels (a) and (b), point estimates are absolute treatment effects, and we compute heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. In panels
(c) and (d), we scale treatment effects by dividing the funds coefficient by the control group mean for the specified outcome and time
frame. We derive standard errors using a non-linear Wald test. In all cases, the whiskers depict 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 1: HPCC Call Volume
January 1, 2013-December 31, 2017

(1) (2)

Sample composition N % funds
avail.

All calls 165,319 11.5
All eligible calls 21,497 66.3
All calls on or before 12/31/2015 15,499 64.7
All calls on or after 7/1/2013 13,762 62.7
First call in 6 months 8,585 65.2
First call ever 6,459 65.8

Notes: The sample restrictions for each row include the restrictions imposed in all rows above it. For example, the samples defined in
row 3 include all eligible calls on or before 12/31/2015. Row 1 includes all calls from January 1, 2013 - December 31, 2017. Eligible
calls (row 2) are defined as in Section 2. Since health data from IDPH is available until December 31, 2017, calls on or before December
31, 2015 (row 3) are guaranteed to have at least 24 months of observed health outcomes post-call. And, since the IDPH data begins on
January 1, 2013, calls on or after July 1, 2013 (row 4) are guaranteed to have at least 6 months of observed health outcomes pre-call. The
sample in row 5, column 1 (N = 8,585) is the main analysis sample. Also see Figure 2 for a visual representation of data and sample time
frames. The fund availability rate in column (2) is defined to be the number of callers who are referred to temporary financial assistance
divided by the total number of callers.
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Table 2: Hospital utilization, HPCC vs. Cook County, IL
Inpatient discharges per 1,000 population, individuals aged 18-64

(1) (2) (3)

HPCC Cook County

Admit Year Raw Adjusted

2013 149.0 143.0 99.0
(12.7) (28.7)

N 3,382 3,382 3,343,950

2014 147.9 185.6 99.1
(10.6) (24.0)

N 3,319 3,319 3,352,020

2015 161.6 147.4 97.6
(16.9) (31.0)

N 1,955 1,955 3,349,827

2016 137.8 126.5 94.1
(14.2) (25.7)

N 1,771 1,771 3,347,700

All 149.1 153.5 97.4
(6.6) (14.1)

N 10,427 10,427 13,393,497

Notes: All rates are inpatient discharges per 1,000 population (equal to the total number of inpatient discharges divided by the sample
size, for each year). In the bottom row, we present the average rate for all years (2013-2016), where N is equal to the sum of Ns over
years. Standard errors are in parentheses. Rates in columns (1) and (2) are based on data from a sample of HPCC callers. As in our main
sample, we restrict to eligible callers, first calls in 6 months, and individuals for whom living situation (e.g., rent, own, shared housing)
is not missing. Here, we consider calls from January 1, 2014 - December 31, 2017 in order to include a maximum number of admit years.
To ensure that treatment does not affect reported healthcare utilization, we define inpatient discharges for this HPCC sample as the sum
of all visits made during the calendar year prior to the call year. As a result, discharges associated with calls in year t are categorized
under Admit Year t-1 in the table. For example, the numerator for the raw HPCC rate in admit year 2013 is equal to the number of
inpatient discharges which are (1) associated with calls in 2014 and (2) occurred in 2013. Column (1) shows raw rates, while Column
(2) shows rates weighted according to gender, age, poverty status and race. Probability weights are constructed using data from the
2009-2013 ACS 5-year Illinois person file. We adjust the HPCC sample so that it demographically matches the Cook County population.
In some cases where cell size is small, adjacent cells are collapsed to improve precision. Annual data from Cook County, presented in
column (3), are publicly available from the Healthcare Utilization Project (https://hcupnet.ahrq.gov).
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Table 3: Outcomes and fund-specific eligibility factors among HPCC callers,
by availability of funds

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All Control Treatment Difference

Outcomes, 24 mos. post call

Any care 0.563 0.580 0.554 -0.026**
(0.011)

ED visit 0.529 0.541 0.522 -0.019*
(0.011)

Inpatient discharge 0.169 0.178 0.164 -0.015*
(0.009)

Assault 0.026 0.028 0.025 -0.003
(0.004)

Suicide 0.014 0.018 0.012 -0.006**
(0.003)

Fund-specific eligibility factors

Applying for rent assistance 0.607 0.319 0.795 0.475***
(0.013)

Applying for security deposit assistance 0.073 0.114 0.047 -0.067***
(0.008)

$900 or more in need 0.394 0.443 0.368 -0.075***
(0.011)

Veteran 0.033 0.030 0.034 0.004
(0.005)

Receiving housing subsidy 0.320 0.576 0.184 -0.393***
(0.010)

Requesting > 1 month of rent 0.511 0.762 0.376 -0.386***
(0.010)

Income > 2x poverty line 0.022 0.010 0.028 0.018***
(0.003)

Has Social Security no. 0.985 0.983 0.986 0.003
(0.003)

Living situation: own housing 0.018 0.018 0.018 -0.000
(0.003)

Senior 0.031 0.049 0.021 -0.028***
(0.004)

Disabled 0.046 0.049 0.045 -0.004
(0.005)

N 8,585 2,988 5,597 8,585

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015. See
Section 3.3 for additional restrictions. Missing values are dropped. Means are shown in the first three columns. The final column shows
the difference (treatment minus control) as measured by a regression of the outcome on a fund availability dummy and no controls;
heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table 4: Baseline balance, all periods

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample
Mean

Control
Mean

Treatment
Mean

Adjusted
Difference

Predicted outcomes, 24 mos. post call
Any care 0.574 0.580 0.570 -0.004
ED visit 0.533 0.541 0.528 -0.004
Inpatient discharge 0.169 0.178 0.164 -0.003
Assault 0.036 0.028 0.040 -0.001
Suicide 0.015 0.018 0.014 -0.000

Lagged outcomes, 6 mos. pre call

Any care 0.284 0.290 0.281 0.004
ED visit 0.248 0.252 0.246 0.001
Inpatient discharge 0.068 0.075 0.065 -0.003
Assault 0.008 0.005 0.009 0.004
Suicide 0.005 0.006 0.005 -0.002

Caller covariates

Female 0.806 0.838 0.789 -0.019
Black, non-Hispanic 0.888 0.915 0.874 -0.020**
White, non-Hispanic 0.077 0.057 0.088 0.011
Hispanic 0.081 0.064 0.090 0.016**
Age 38.8 40.0 38.1 0.600*
Number of adults in caller’s household 1.413 1.448 1.394 -0.041*
Number of minors in caller’s household 1.381 1.524 1.305 -0.142***
ACS - Median log household income 10.38 10.37 10.39 -0.003
ACS - Median monthly housing cost 987.82 984.24 989.74 11.84**
ACS - Pct. of population = Black 0.645 0.658 0.639 -0.017
Applying due to benefit loss 0.098 0.094 0.100 -0.004
Applying due to inability to pay bills 0.026 0.053 0.008 -0.019***
Applying due to shared housing exit 0.017 0.022 0.013 -0.026***
Applying due to job loss 0.312 0.258 0.346 0.016
Monthly income (thousands) 1.192 1.034 1.276 -0.054***
Living in rental housing 0.855 0.845 0.860 0.032***
Receiving SNAP 0.494 0.408 0.540 -0.010

N 8,585 2,988 5,597 8,585

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015. See
Section 3.3 for additional restrictions. Observations where the dependent variable is missing are dropped. Means are shown in the first
three columns. The final column shows the difference (treatment minus control) as measured by a regression of the outcome on a fund
availability dummy and a vector of calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls (Zi). Calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls
include linear controls for: the rank of the call within the day, dummies for need amount category interacted with call year and call
year-quarter, dummies for whether caller contribution or debt need are missing interacted with call year, day of the week, time of month,
veteran status, housing subsidy receipt, need > 1 month rent, income > twice the poverty line, having an SSN, need request type, owning
one’s dwelling, senior status, receiving disability payments, and age.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table 5: Control group pre-post differences in the monthly flow probability of receiving healthcare

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Months after call

1-6 7-12 13-18 19-24

Any care 0.0021 0.0033 -0.0004 -0.0049
(0.0027) (0.0029) (0.0029) (0.003)
[0.435] [0.250] [0.894] [0.111]

Pre period mean 0.0734 0.0734 0.0734 0.0734

ED visit 0.0028 0.0036 0.0016 -0.0027
(0.0024) (0.0027) (0.0027) (0.0028)
[0.243] [0.178] [0.562] [0.331]

Pre period mean 0.0601 0.0601 0.0601 0.0601

Inpatient discharge -0.0011 -0.0008 -0.0027* -0.0028*
(0.0014) (0.0015) (0.0014) (0.0015)
[0.420] [0.594] [0.060] [0.064]

Pre period mean 0.0175 0.0175 0.0175 0.0175

Assault 0.0001 0.0008** 0.0003 0.0005
(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004)
[0.862] [0.036] [0.423] [0.170]

Pre period mean 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009

Suicide 0.0003 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0005)
[0.423] [0.446] [0.889] [0.908]

Pre period mean 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013

N (caller-months) 35,856 35,856 35,856 35,856
N (callers) 2,988 2,988 2,988 2,988

Notes: Results are for control group callers from our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 -
December 31, 2015. See Section 3.3 for additional restrictions. We construct estimates from a panel dataset at the caller-month level.
Each cell shows the coefficient on a dummy for the post-call period from a separate regression. The outcome is a dummy for receiving
treatment for the specified type of care during a given month. All columns include observations from the 6 months before the call; in
addition, column (1) includes the first 6 months after the call, column (2) includes months 7-12 after the call, and so on. In all cases, we
omit outcomes from the month of the call. The pre-period mean is interpretable as the mean monthly propensity to receive the specified
type of care for control group callers during pre-call months. We report standard errors, clustered at the caller-level, in parentheses;
p-values are in brackets. No covariates are included in estimation.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table 6: OLS estimates of the effect of fund availability on the cumulative probability of
healthcare use

(1) (2) (3) (4)

6 mos. 12 mos. 18 mos. 24 mos.

Any care -0.002 0.005 0.004 0.008
(0.014) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
[0.905] [0.719] [0.776] [0.592]

Control Mean 0.295 0.430 0.519 0.580

ED visit 0.004 0.015 0.013 0.012
(0.014) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)
[0.789] [0.316] [0.393] [0.414]

Control Mean 0.259 0.390 0.480 0.541

Inpatient discharge -0.003 -0.013 0.000 0.005
(0.008) (0.010) (0.011) (0.012)
[0.741] [0.196] [0.966] [0.662]

Control Mean 0.073 0.120 0.151 0.178

Assault 0.000 -0.004 -0.005 -0.010*
(0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)
[0.917] [0.350] [0.235] [0.058]

Control Mean 0.006 0.015 0.020 0.028

Suicide -0.002 -0.002 -0.003 -0.003
(0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
[0.420] [0.466] [0.377] [0.426]

Control Mean 0.007 0.011 0.016 0.018

N 8,585 8,585 8,585 8,585

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015.
See Section 3.3 for additional restrictions. Each cell shows the coefficient on funds availability from a separate regression. The
outcome is a dummy for receiving treatment for the listed type of care within the specified timeframe after the call. All regressions
include calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls (Zis), as well as controls for other observables (Xis). Calendar and fund-specific
eligibility controls (Zis) include linear controls for: the rank of the call within the day, dummies for need amount category interacted
with call year and call year-quarter, dummies for whether caller contribution or debt need are missing interacted with call year,
day of the week, time of month, veteran status, housing subsidy receipt, need > 1 month rent, income > twice the poverty line,
having an SSN, need request type, owning one’s dwelling, senior status, receiving disability payments, and age. Other observable
characteristics (Xis) include zipcode-level variables from the American Community Survey (ACS) for high school graduation rate,
household income, median age, housing cost, labor force participation rate, racial composition, and unemployment rate, and also
include individual-level variables for the number of adults in the home, the number of minors in the home, monthly income, and
dummies for the reason for fund application (benefit loss, can’t afford bills, exiting shared housing, exiting shelter, fleeing abuse,
job loss), gender, race, Hispanic, and whether the caller is currently receiving various types of public benefits (child support, EITC,
disability income, SSI, TANF, SNAP, unemployment insurance, other). Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses;
p-values are in brackets. * - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table 7: Robustness, 24-month outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Baseline 1st call in 3
months

1st call ever Calls on or
after

1/1/2013

Period w/ all
fund elig.
controls

Calendar,
fund elig.

controls only

Outcomes
incl. call
months

Any care 0.008 0.003 0.018 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.003
(0.015) (0.014) (0.017) (0.014) (0.021) (0.015) (0.015)
[0.592] [0.820] [0.298] [0.806] [0.862] [0.872] [0.865]

Control Mean 0.580 0.584 0.558 0.582 0.568 0.580 0.594

ED visit 0.012 0.005 0.025 0.007 0.010 0.007 0.006
(0.015) (0.015) (0.018) (0.014) (0.021) (0.015) (0.015)
[0.414] [0.727] [0.157] [0.603] [0.643] [0.644] [0.711]

Control Mean 0.541 0.547 0.518 0.543 0.535 0.541 0.556

Inpatient discharge 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.001 0.003 0.006
(0.012) (0.011) (0.014) (0.011) (0.016) (0.012) (0.012)
[0.662] [0.836] [0.754] [0.446] [0.928] [0.803] [0.606]

Control Mean 0.178 0.181 0.175 0.179 0.171 0.178 0.182

Assault -0.010* -0.010** -0.010* -0.012** -0.008 -0.011** -0.011**
(0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.007) (0.005) (0.005)
[0.058] [0.040] [0.093] [0.016] [0.253] [0.026] [0.027]

Control Mean 0.028 0.028 0.026 0.030 0.027 0.028 0.029

Suicide -0.003 -0.004 -0.004 -0.003 -0.005 -0.003 -0.004
(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004)
[0.426] [0.277] [0.333] [0.360] [0.259] [0.511] [0.353]

Control Mean 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.019

N 8,585 9,318 6,459 9,749 4,845 8,585 8,585

Notes: Each cell shows the coefficient on funds availability from a separate regression. The outcome is a dummy for receiving treatment for the listed type of care within
24 months of calling. All specifications use a 24-month follow-up period. Column (1) is identical to the main analysis in Table 6. This sample restricts to first calls in 6
months and to calls on or after July 1, 2013; regressions include all available controls (see Table 6 notes for a full description), and outcomes are defined to exclude the
month of the call. Specifications (2)-(7) each deviate from the baseline specification in only the way described. (2) restricts to first calls in 3 months, while (3) restricts to
first calls ever. (4) restricts the sample to calls on or after January 1, 2013. (5) revises the sample to specifically exclude calls from April 4, 2013 through July 31, 2014,
when the type of need request (e.g., rent, security deposit) is not observed. (6) includes only calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls (Zis), as defined in the notes of
Table 6. (7) re-defines outcomes to include visits from the month of the call. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses; p-values are in brackets.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table 8: Effect of fund availability on healthcare use, by subgroup, 24 months

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Male > Median
income

Age 30+ > Median
need

> Median
risk

Any care

Funds 0.008 -0.037* 0.029 -0.018 0.039*
(0.017) (0.021) (0.026) (0.020) (0.022)

Funds x Characteristic -0.015 0.097*** -0.027 0.067** -0.066**
(0.039) (0.031) (0.032) (0.031) (0.028)

Control mean, char. = 0 0.595 0.610 0.605 0.593 0.458
Control mean, char. = 1 0.501 0.534 0.568 0.562 0.719

ED visit

Funds 0.011 -0.035* 0.041 -0.007 0.032
(0.017) (0.021) (0.027) (0.020) (0.023)

Funds x Characteristic -0.006 0.103*** -0.039 0.046 -0.043
(0.039) (0.031) (0.033) (0.031) (0.029)

Control mean, char. = 0 0.557 0.571 0.565 0.551 0.462
Control mean, char. = 1 0.462 0.496 0.531 0.528 0.635

Inpatient discharge

Funds 0.019 -0.007 0.009 -0.006 0.010
(0.013) (0.017) (0.021) (0.016) (0.014)

Funds x Characteristic -0.087*** 0.029 -0.005 0.025 -0.007
(0.029) (0.024) (0.026) (0.024) (0.021)

Control mean, char. = 0 0.177 0.203 0.193 0.190 0.136
Control mean, char. = 1 0.184 0.141 0.172 0.162 0.218

Assault

Funds -0.008 -0.011* 0.001 -0.013* -0.008
(0.005) (0.007) (0.010) (0.007) (0.005)

Funds x Characteristic -0.014 0.003 -0.014 0.001 -0.003
(0.017) (0.011) (0.012) (0.011) (0.009)

Control mean, char. = 0 0.024 0.027 0.034 0.028 0.026
Control mean, char. = 1 0.050 0.030 0.025 0.028 0.028

Suicide

Funds -0.002 -0.000 -0.008 0.006 -0.003
(0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.003)

Funds x Characteristic -0.010 -0.005 0.008 -0.019** 0.001
(0.013) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.007)

Control mean, char. = 0 0.014 0.022 0.020 0.016 0.014
Control mean, char. = 1 0.037 0.013 0.017 0.020 0.022

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013–December 31, 2015. N
= 8,585. See Section 3.3 for additional restrictions. The outcome is a dummy for receiving the specified type of care within 2 years
of calling. “Funds” refers to an indicator for fund availability and “characteristic” refers to a dummy for the characteristic listed
in the column titles. The funds and funds × characteristic coefficients are estimated from a regression that includes the control
variables from Table 6 as well as the interaction of these controls with the characteristic dummy. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard
errors are in parentheses. In column (5), coefficients are estimated using the repeated sample split method of Abadie et al. (2018)
as described in Section 5.5, and standard errors are estimated from 1,000 bootstrap iterations.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table 9: OLS and quantile regression esimtates of the effect of fund availability on charges

(1) (2) (3)

12 mos. 18 mos. 24 mos.

Total Charges (thousands of USD)

OLS: Baseline -1.650 -1.044 -1.346
(1.405) (1.774) (2.862)
{11.433} {16.443} {22.525}

OLS: Fund-specific eligibility controls only -1.594 -1.039 -1.297
(1.395) (1.772) (2.926)
{11.433} {16.443} {22.525}

Quantile: 75th percentile -0.436 -1.100 -0.013
(0.431) (0.732) (0.864)
{4.652} {8.626} {12.488}

Quantile: 90th percentile -1.609 -1.265 0.406
(1.922) (3.017) (3.910)
{22.530} {36.012} {45.836}

Control Pct. = 0 0.57 0.48 0.42

N 8,585 8,585 8,585

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015.
See text for additional restrictions. Each cell shows the coefficient on funds availability from a separate regression from our main
sample of callers (as defined in Section 3.3). The outcome is: the sum of all charges (in thousands of USD) of the specified type,
from the specified quantile of the distribution (75th or 90th), within the specified time frame after calling (12, 18 or 24 months).
We do not show outcomes for 6 months after the call, since more than 70% of callers in the control group do not record any charges
within 6 months of calling. The baseline OLS specifications include all available controls, while the second set includes only calendar
and fund-specific eligibility controls. Quantile regressions include only calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls to ensure model
convergence. For quantile regressions, the corresponding control percentile value is in curly braces; for OLS regressions, the control
mean is in curly braces. Analytic standard errors are estimated as in (Parente and Silva, 2016) and are reported in parentheses.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Appendix A. ICD Codes to Outcomes

We construct outcomes by grouping healthcare visits by ICD codes. This procedure involves three steps:

(1) mapping all diagnosis codes into the ICD-10 protocol, (2) aggregating ICD-10 codes up to the diagnosis

category level, and (3) binning ICD-10 diagnosis categories into broad outcome groups.

(1) Map all diagnosis codes to ICD-10

Because hospitals and treatment centers in Illinois transitioned from the ICD-9 to the ICD-10 protocol dur-

ing the time frame of our analysis, we make some adjustments to generate consistent ICD codes over time.

Specifically,we use the 2018 general equivalence mappings (GEMs) from the National Center for Health

Statistics (NCHS) to map ICD-9 codes from visits before October 2015 into ICD-10 (NCHS, 2018a). The

GEM files do not provide a simple “crosswalk” from ICD-9 to ICD-10. Instead, the GEMs provide a link

for each ICD-9 code to a set of all valid and acceptable ICD-10 codes (NCHS, 2018b). In the vast majority

of cases, it is straightforward to link ICD-9 codes with corresponding ICD-10 codes in this way. In 0.9%

of cases in our sample, however, the GEM file does not map an ICD-9 code to a usable ICD-10 code. We

deal with these cases manually (for details, see Appendix Table A1).

(2) Aggregate ICD-10 codes to diagnosis categories

ICD-10 codes may contain up to 7 digits: characters 1-3 define the diagnosis category, characters 4-6 indi-

cate the related etiology (i.e., cause, severity, anatomic site, or other clinical details), and the 7th character

is an extension. When defining outcomes from ICD-10 codes, we first aggregate 7-digit ICD-10 codes up to

the diagnosis category (3-digit) level.13 We do this because ICD-10 codes are generally more precise than

ICD-9 codes.14 But while ICD-9 codes often map to more than one 7-digit ICD-10 code, they rarely map

to more than one 3-digit ICD-10 diagnosis category. In other words, the difference in precision between the

two regimes generally exists at the etiology or extension level but not at the category level. For example,

a single ICD-9 diagnosis code may be associated with several distinct 7-digit ICD-10 codes. In such cases,

13One important exception is our inclusion of R45851, “suicidal ideation,” in the suicide outcome group. This is
consistent with the ARHQ (2020)’s roster of suicide-related diagnosis codes. The category associated with this code
(R45, “symptoms and signs involving emotional state”) contains many codes which do not pertain to suicide, so it
is necessary to specify to the etiology-level in this case.

14There are approximately 70,000 ICD-10 codes and approximately 13,000 ICD-9 codes.
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it is not possible to use mappings to add specificity when the original information is general, so there is

no definitive way to deduce which 7-digit ICD-10 code is the correct mapping. However, if all candidate

ICD-10 codes share the first 3 digits, we can complete the mapping at the diagnosis category level.15 A

key advantage of our categorization scheme, then, is that the transition from ICD-9 to ICD-10 is unlikely

to affect the definition of outcomes, since it is robust to cases where ICD-10 codes are more precise than

ICD-9 codes, and also to the limited number of cases where ICD-9 codes are more precise than ICD-10 codes.

(3) Group ICD-10 diagnosis categories

In a final step of aggregation, we bin each diagnosis category into groups informed by the chapters of

the ICD-10 Codebook (WHO, 2008), definitions from CDC reference materials (2007, 2013 and 2018),

and categorization schema from previous work in the public health and economics literatures (Roncarati

et al. (2018), Ruhm (2018), Shah et al. (2015)). We present these groups in detail in Appendix Table A2.

Any given visit may correspond to multiple diagnosis codes, and therefore may be associated with various

outcomes. While some outcomes (e.g., natural vs. external cause) are mutually exclusive, outcomes may

be subsets of other outcomes, or may otherwise overlap. If any one of the diagnosis codes associated with

a visit belongs to a certain outcome group, we code the patient as having received healthcare for that

outcome group regardless of whether the linking code is the admitting diagnosis or an auxiliary diagnosis

documented after after admission.

15One diagnosis under the ICD-9 system may also link to multiple ICD-10 codes in different outcome groups. In
these cases, we count the visit as belonging to all such outcome groups.
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Table A1: Manual ICD Mappings

ICD-9
Code

ICD-9 Description Issue ICD-10
Code(s)

ICD-10 Description(s)

29285 Drug-induced sleep disorders Maps to many plausible codes
in various outcome groups

F19 Mental and behavioural disorders due to multiple drug use
and use of other psychoactive substances

29289 Other specified drug-induced sleep disorders Maps to many plausible codes
in various outcome groups

F19 Mental and behavioural disorders due to multiple drug use
and use of other psychoactive substances

E9309 Unspecified antibiotic causing adverse effects in
therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T36 Poisoning by systemic antibiotics

E9318 Other antimycobacterial drugs causing adverse
effects in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T37 Poisoning by other systemic anti-infectives and antiparasitics

E8508 Accidental poisoning by other specified analgesics
and antipyretics

Maps to “No Dx” T39 Poisoning by nonopioid analgesics, antipyretics and
antirheumatics

E8509 Accidental poisoning by unspecified analgesic or
antipyretic

Maps to “No Dx” T39 Poisoning by nonopioid analgesics, antipyretics and
antirheumatics

E9354 Aromatic analgesics, not elsewhere classified,
causing adverse effects in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T39 Poisoning by nonopioid analgesics, antipyretics and
antirheumatics

E9358 Other specified analgesics and antipyretics
causing adverse effects in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T39 Poisoning by nonopioid analgesics, antipyretics and
antirheumatics

E9359 Unspecified analgesic and antipyretic causing
adverse effects in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T39 Poisoning by nonopioid analgesics, antipyretics and
antirheumatics

E9386 Peripheral nerve- and plexus-blocking anesthetics
causing adverse effects in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T41 Poisoning by anaesthetics and therapeutic gases

E9387 Spinal anesthetics causing adverse effects in
therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T41 Poisoning by anaesthetics and therapeutic gases

E851 Accidental poisoning by barbiturates Maps to “No Dx” T42 Poisoning by antiepileptic, sedative-hypnotic and
antiparkinsonism drugs

E8529 Accidental poisoning by unspecified sedative or
hypnotic

Maps to “No Dx” T42 Poisoning by antiepileptic, sedative-hypnotic and
antiparkinsonism drugs

E9380 Central nervous system muscle-tone depressants
causing adverse effects in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T42 Poisoning by antiepileptic, sedative-hypnotic and
antiparkinsonism drugs

E8538 Accidental poisoning by other specified
tranquilizers

Maps to “No Dx” T43 Poisoning by psychotropic drugs, not elsewhere classified

E8559 Accidental poisoning by unspecified drug acting
on central and autonomic nervous systems

Maps to “No Dx” T44 Poisoning by drugs primarily affecting the autonomic
nervous system

E9307 Antineoplastic antibiotics causing adverse effects
in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T45 Poisoning by primarily systemic and haematological agents,
not elsewhere classified

E9347 Natural blood and blood products causing
adverse effects in therapeutic use

Maps to “No Dx” T45 Poisoning by primarily systemic and haematological agents,
not elsewhere classified

99529 Unspecified adverse effect of other drug,
medicinal and biological substance

Maps to many plausible codes
in various outcome groups

T50 Poisoning by diuretics and other and unspecified drugs,
medicaments and biological substances

E8589 Accidental poisoning by unspecified drug Maps to “No Dx” T50 Poisoning by diuretics and other and unspecified drugs,
medicaments and biological substances

E9443 Saluretics causing adverse effects in therapeutic
use

Maps to “No Dx” T50 Poisoning by diuretics and other and unspecified drugs,
medicaments and biological substances

E860 Accidental poisoning by alcohol not elsewhere
classified

Maps to “No Dx” T51 Toxic effect of alcohol

E8600 Accidental poisoning by alcoholic beverages Maps to “No Dx” T51 Toxic effect of alcohol
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E867 Accidental poisoning by gas distributed by
pipeline

Maps to “No Dx” T59 Toxic effect of other gases, fumes and vapours

E8694 Second hand tobacco smoke Maps to “No Dx” T59 Toxic effect of other gases, fumes and vapours
E9829 Poisoning by unspecified gases and vapors,

undetermined whether accidentally or purposely
inflicted

Maps to “No Dx” T59 Toxic effect of other gases, fumes and vapours

E8633 Accidental poisoning by mixtures of insecticides Maps to “No Dx” T60 Toxic effect of pesticides
E8636 Accidental poisoning by fungicides Maps to “No Dx” T60 Toxic effect of pesticides
E9059 Poisoning and toxic reactions caused by

unspecified animals and plants
Maps to “No Dx” T63 Toxic effect of contact with venomous animals

E8614 Accidental poisoning by disinfectants Maps to “No Dx” T65 Toxic effect of other and unspecified substances
E8669 Accidental poisoning by unspecified solid or

liquid substance
Maps to “No Dx” T65 Toxic effect of other and unspecified substances

E989 Late effects of injury, undetermined whether
accidentally or purposely inflicted

Maps to many plausible codes
in various outcome groups

T98 Sequelae of other and unspecified effects of external causes

E95xx16 Suicide and self-inflicted injury or poisoning Maps to “No Dx” X84 Intentional self-harm by unspecified means
E96xx17 Assault Maps to “No Dx” Y09 Assault by unspecified means
E9804 Poisoning by other specified drugs and medicinal

substances, undetermined whether accidentally or
purposely inflicted

Maps to many plausible codes
in various outcome groups

Y14 Poisoning by and exposure to other and unspecified drugs,
medicaments and biological substances, undetermined intent

E9809 Poisoning by other and unspecified solid and
liquid substances, undetermined whether
accidentally or purposely inflicted

Maps to many plausible codes
in various outcome groups

Y14 Poisoning by and exposure to other and unspecified drugs,
medicaments and biological substances, undetermined intent

E872 Failure of sterile precautions during procedure No mapping provided Y62 Failure of sterile precautions during surgical and medical care
E875 Contaminated or infected blood other fluid drug

or biological substance
No mapping provided Y64 Contaminated medical or biological substances

E8700 Accidental cut, puncture, perforation or
hemorrhage during surgical operation

Maps to “No Dx” Y65 Other misadventures during surgical and medical care

E8708 Accidental cut, puncture, perforation or
hemorrhage during other specified medical care

Maps to “No Dx” Y65 Other misadventures during surgical and medical care

E871 Foreign object left in body during procedure Maps to “No Dx” Y65 Other misadventures during surgical and medical care
E8710 Foreign object left in body during surgical

operation
Maps to “No Dx” Y65 Other misadventures during surgical and medical care

E8718 Foreign object left in body during other specified
procedures

Maps to “No Dx” Y65 Other misadventures during surgical and medical care

E876 Other and unspecified misadventures during
medical care

No mapping provided Y65; Y69 Other misadventures during surgical and medical care;
Unspecified misadventure during surgical and medical care

E870 Accidental cut puncture perforation or
hemorrhage during medical care

Maps to “No Dx” Y65;
Y83; Y84

Misadventures and complications from misadvantures of
surgical or medical care

E8704 Accidental cut, puncture, perforation or
hemorrhage during endoscopic examination

Maps to “No Dx” Y83 Misadventures and complications from misadvantures of
surgical or medical care

E8705 Accidental cut, puncture, perforation or
hemorrhage during aspiration of fluid or tissue,
puncture, and catheterization

Maps to “No Dx” Y84 Misadventures and complications from misadvantures of
surgical or medical care

16See CDC (2007).
17See CDC (2007).
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Table A2: ICD Code Categorization

Outcome Group ICD-10 Diag. Category Description Source(s)

External causes

Alcohol use F10, K70, X45, Y15 Diagnoses relating to chronic or excessive alcohol
consumption, excluding cases of suicidal intent.

Roncarati et al. (2018)

Assault T74,18 X85-99, Y00-09 Injuries inflicted by another person with intent to
injure or kill, by any means.

Roncarati et al. (2018);
Annest et al. (2014)

Drug overdose X40-44, Y10-14, T36-T50 Accidental or unintentional poisonings from one or
more drugs, excluding alcohol poisonings.

CDC (2013)

Injury V00-99, W00-X39, X00-99,
Y00-34, Y85-87, Y89

Unintentional and intentional injuries of various
causes, assaults, and poisonings.

CDC (2007)

Opioid use F11, F19, X42-44, Y12-14,
T4019

Diagnoses relating to chronic or excessive opioid
use, excluding cases of suicidal intent.

Roncarati et al. (2018); CDC
(2013)

Substance use F10-19, K70, X40-45, Y10-15,
T36-T50

Diagnoses relating to chronic or excessive substance
use, including alcohol and drugs and excluding
cases of suicidal intent.

Roncarati et al. (2018); CDC
(2013)

Suicide R4585120, X60-84, Y87 Diagnoses relating to intentional self-harm,
including suicidal ideation.

Ruhm (2018); CDC (2007);
ARHQ (2020)

Natural causes

Infectious disease A00-A99, B00-B99 Diagnoses relating to communicable diseases WHO (2008), Ch. I
Cancer C00-C99, D00-D48 Diagnoses relating to benign or malignant

neoplasms
WHO (2008), Ch. II

Blood D49-D99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the blood or
blood-forming organs

WHO (2008), Ch. III

Endocrine / metabolic E00-E99 Diagnoses relating to endocrine, nutritional or
metabolic diseases

WHO (2008), Ch. IV

Mental Health F00-F99 Diagnoses relating to mental or behavioral disorders WHO (2008), Ch. V
Nervous G00-G99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the nervous system WHO (2008), Ch. VI
Ear / eye H00-H99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the ear or diseases

of the eye
WHO (2008), Chs. VII-VIII

18T74 corresponds to “maltreatment syndromes,” including physical abuse, sexual abuse and child abuse. Sources which define outcomes based on underlying causes of death
(e.g., Roncarati et al. (2018)) generally do not include T74 in the assault group, since T74 codes are unlikely to be listed as primary causes of death. However, we include T74
codes here because we are primarily interested in morbidity. This is consistent with Annest et al. (2014).

19Roncarati et al. (2018) include F11, F19, X42-44 and Y12-14 in their “opioid use disorder” category. We add T40 (“poisoning by narcotics”), consistent with the CDC
(2013)’s “opioid poisoning” category.

20Ruhm (2018) includes X60-84 and Y87 in the “suicide” group. We add R45851, “suicidal ideation,” consistent with the ARHQ (2020)’s roster of suicide-related diagnosis
codes.
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Circulatory I00-I99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the circulatory
system

WHO (2008), Ch. IX

Respiratory J00-J99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the respiratory
system

WHO (2008), Ch. X

Flu / pneumonia J09-J18 Diagnoses relating to influenza and pneumonia WHO (2008), Ch. X
Digestive K00-K99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the digestive

system
WHO (2008), Ch. XI

Skin L00-L99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the skin WHO (2008), Ch. XII
Muscle / bone M00-M99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the

musculoskeletal system
WHO (2008), Ch. XIII

Urogenital N00-N99 Diagnoses relating to diseases of the urinary or
reproductive systems

WHO (2008), Ch. XIV

Pregnancy O00-O99, P00-P99 Diagnoses relating to pregnancy, childbirth, and/or
the perinatal period

WHO (2008), Chs. XV-XVI

Non-pregnancy All codes except O00-O99 and
P00-P99

Any diagnosis, excluding those relating to
pregnancy, childbirth, and/or the perinatal period

WHO (2008), Chs. I-XIV,
XVII-XXII

Ill-defined symptoms R00-R99 Symptoms, signs, abnormal results of clinical or
other investigative procedures, and ill-defined
conditions not classified elsewhere.

WHO (2008), Ch. XVIII
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Table B1: Baseline balance, period w/ full set of fund-specific eligiblity controls

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample
Mean

Control
Mean

Treatment
Mean

Adjusted
Difference

Predicted outcomes, 24 mos. post call
Any care 0.581 0.568 0.590 0.007
ED visit 0.539 0.535 0.541 0.002
Inpatient discharge 0.148 0.171 0.133 0.001
Assault 0.031 0.027 0.035 -0.001
Suicide 0.012 0.017 0.009 -0.002

Lagged outcomes, 6 mos. pre call

Any care 0.286 0.283 0.288 0.035*
ED visit 0.250 0.248 0.251 0.026
Inpatient discharge 0.067 0.069 0.066 0.008
Assault 0.008 0.006 0.009 0.004
Suicide 0.005 0.004 0.005 -0.001

Caller covariates

Female 0.806 0.838 0.785 0.008
Black, non-Hispanic 0.882 0.904 0.867 -0.018
White, non-Hispanic 0.080 0.063 0.091 0.008
Hispanic 0.089 0.078 0.096 0.005
Age 39.0 39.9 38.4 1.262***
Number of adults in caller’s household 1.421 1.459 1.396 -0.027
Number of minors in caller’s household 1.378 1.542 1.271 -0.055
ACS - Median log household income 10.36 10.36 10.36 -0.002
ACS - Median monthly housing cost 989.65 986.21 991.89 8.30
ACS - Pct. of population = Black 0.638 0.651 0.629 -0.004
Applying due to benefit loss 0.098 0.094 0.100 -0.004
Applying due to inability to pay bills 0.026 0.053 0.008 -0.019***
Applying due to shared housing exit 0.017 0.022 0.013 -0.026***
Applying due to job loss 0.312 0.258 0.346 0.016
Monthly income (thousands) 1.210 1.066 1.304 -0.077***
Living in rental housing 0.868 0.836 0.889 0.056***
Receiving SNAP 0.291 0.183 0.362 0.018*

N 4,845 1,914 2,931 4,845

Notes: Results are for the sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, August 1, 2014 - December 31, 2015. See
Section 3.3 for additional restrictions. Observations where the dependent variable is missing are dropped. Means are shown in the
first three columns. The final column shows the difference (treatment minus control) as measured by a regression of the outcome
on a fund availability dummy and a vector of calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls. Calendar and fund-specific eligibility
controls include linear controls for: the rank of the call within the day, dummies for need amount category interacted with call year
and call year-quarter, dummies for whether caller contribution or debt need are missing interacted with call year, day of the week,
time of month, veteran status, housing subsidy receipt, need > 1 month rent, income > twice the poverty line, having an SSN, need
request type, owning one’s dwelling, senior status, receiving disability payments, and age.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table B2: Baseline balance, estimates of bias

(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆X/∆Funds ∆Y/∆X ∆Y/∆Funds ∆X/∆Funds (%)

Any care 0.004 0.318*** 0.0012 0.013
(0.014) (0.018) (0.0045) (0.048)

ED visit 0.001 0.301*** 0.0004 0.006
(0.013) (0.018) (0.0042) (0.053)

Inpatient discharge -0.003 0.303*** -0.0008 -0.035
(0.008) (0.026) (0.0024) (0.104)

Assault 0.004 0.087 0.0003 0.687
(0.002) (0.115) (0.0005) (0.534)

Suicide -0.002 0.349*** -0.0007 -0.330
(0.002) (0.074) (0.0007) (0.301)

Female -0.019 0.083*** -0.0016 -0.023
(0.012) (0.026) (0.0011) (0.014)

Black, non-Hispanic -0.020** -0.000 0.0000 -0.022**
(0.009) (0.033) (0.0007) (0.010)

White, non-Hispanic 0.011 0.029 0.0003 0.187
(0.008) (0.040) (0.0006) (0.148)

Hispanic 0.016** -0.011 -0.0002 0.252*
(0.008) (0.038) (0.0007) (0.131)

Age 0.600* -0.001 -0.0003 0.015*
(0.341) (0.001) (0.0006) (0.009)

Number of adults in caller’s household -0.041* -0.006 0.0003 -0.028*
(0.021) (0.012) (0.0006) (0.015)

Number of minors in caller’s household -0.142*** 0.003 -0.0005 -0.093***
(0.045) (0.006) (0.0009) (0.029)

ACS - Median log household income -0.003 0.045*** -0.0001 -0.000
(0.026) (0.006) (0.0012) (0.003)

ACS - Median monthly housing cost 11.839** 0.000** 0.0014 0.012**
(5.213) (0.000) (0.0010) (0.005)

ACS - Pct. of population = Black -0.017 -0.008 0.0001 -0.026
(0.010) (0.028) (0.0006) (0.016)

Applying due to benefit loss -0.004 -0.003 0.0000 -0.038
(0.012) (0.040) (0.0005) (0.121)

Applying due to inability to pay bills -0.019*** 0.052 -0.0010 -0.362***
(0.006) (0.053) (0.0012) (0.108)

Applying due to shared housing exit -0.026*** -0.033 0.0009 -1.182***
(0.006) (0.076) (0.0020) (0.153)

Applying due to job loss 0.016 -0.030 -0.0005 0.061
(0.018) (0.028) (0.0009) (0.073)

Monthly income (thousands) -0.054*** -0.033* 0.0018 -0.052***
(0.015) (0.018) (0.0011) (0.015)

Living in rented housing 0.032*** -0.044 -0.0014 0.038***
(0.010) (0.028) (0.0011) (0.012)

Receiving SNAP -0.010 0.117*** -0.0012 -0.024
(0.010) (0.033) (0.0013) (0.025)

Notes: Results are for the sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, 7/1/2013 - 12/31/2015. See Section 3.3 for
additional restrictions. Column 1 shows the difference in means (T - C), as measured by Eq. 3: a regression of the balance variable
(Xi) on a fund availability dummy (Funds) and a vector of calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls (Zi). Column 2 shows the
coefficient from a regression of care utilization (Yi) on the balance variable and the control vector using only the control group. The
coefficient in column 3 is equal to the product of the coefficients from columns 1 and 2 and can be interpreted as the bias. Column
4 shows the coefficient from column 1 as a percentage of the control mean. Standard errors are in parentheses. In columns 1 and
2, we present heteroskedasticity-robust SEs; in column 3 we estimate SEs from a simple bootstrap routine (1,000 replications); in
column 4, we estimate SEs from a non-linear Wald test. * - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Table B3: Robustness, 12-month outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Baseline 1st call in 3
months

1st call ever Calls on or
after

1/1/2013

Period w/ all
fund elig.
controls

Calendar,
fund elig.

controls only

Outcomes
incl. call
months

Any care -0.002 -0.005 0.008 -0.004 0.003 -0.006 -0.006
(0.014) (0.013) (0.016) (0.013) (0.017) (0.014) (0.014)
[0.887] [0.689] [0.597] [0.771] [0.884] [0.645] [0.683]

Control Mean 0.436 0.440 0.415 0.436 0.430 0.436 0.461

ED visit 0.003 -0.002 0.014 0.000 -0.002 -0.001 -0.002
(0.013) (0.013) (0.016) (0.013) (0.017) (0.013) (0.014)
[0.834] [0.883] [0.362] [0.977] [0.886] [0.940] [0.905]

Control Mean 0.396 0.400 0.375 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.419

Inpatient discharge -0.005 -0.007 -0.006 -0.002 0.006 -0.006 -0.005
(0.009) (0.008) (0.010) (0.008) (0.011) (0.009) (0.009)
[0.552] [0.396] [0.547] [0.807] [0.596] [0.499] [0.605]

Control Mean 0.116 0.117 0.115 0.114 0.107 0.116 0.122

Assault -0.006* -0.005 -0.006 -0.006* -0.005 -0.006* -0.006*
(0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
[0.094] [0.134] [0.131] [0.082] [0.281] [0.076] [0.086]

Control Mean 0.016 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.015 0.016 0.017

Suicide -0.003 -0.003 -0.000 -0.003 -0.004 -0.003 -0.004
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
[0.327] [0.239] [0.890] [0.286] [0.171] [0.366] [0.185]

Control Mean 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.012

N 10,635 11,541 7,754 11,799 6,895 10,635 10,635

Notes: Each cell shows the coefficient on funds availability from a separate regression. The outcome is a dummy for receiving treatment for the listed type of care within
12 months of calling. All specifications use a 12-month follow-up period. Column (1) is identical to the main analysis in Table 6. This sample restricts to first calls in 6
months and to calls on or after July 1, 2013; regressions include all available controls (see Table 6 notes for a full description), and outcomes are defined to exclude the
month of the call. Specifications (2)-(7) each deviate from the baseline specification in only the way described. (2) restricts to first calls in 3 months, while (3) restricts to
first calls ever. (4) restricts the sample to calls on or after January 1, 2013. (5) revises the sample to specifically exclude calls from April 4, 2013 through July 31, 2014,
when the type of need request (e.g., rent, security deposit) is not observed. (6) includes only calendar and fund-specific eligibility controls (Zis), as defined in the notes of
Table 6. (7) re-defines outcomes to include visits from the month of the call. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are in parentheses; p-values are in brackets.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Monthly income (thousands)

ACS med housing cost

Any care (6mos pre)

Exiting shared housing

Fleeing abuse

ACS unemployment rate

ACS pct of population = White

ED visit (6mos pre)

Assault (6mos pre)

White, non−Hispanic

Number of adults in household

ACS pct of population = Black

Benefit loss

Black, non−Hispanic

ACS med log HH income

Hispanic

Applying due to shelter exit

Age

ACS pct of population = Other

Number of minors in household

Job loss

Other, non−Hispanic

ACS HS grad

Suicide (6mos pre)

ACS median age

Inpatient discharge (6mos pre)

ACS labor part rate

Inability to pay bills

Receiving SNAP

Living in rented housing

Living with family or friend

Female

−.02 −.015 −.01 −.005 0 .005 .01 .015 .02

Treatment Effect Bias

Figure B1: Baseline balance: Estimated bias

Notes: Results are for the sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015. See Section
3.3 for additional restrictions. For each balance variable (Xi), the point estimate matches the coefficient reported in column 3 of Table
B2 and can be interpreted as the treatment effect bias which would result from imbalance in randomization if Xi was unobserved. See
the table notes of Table B2 for details. As in Table B2, we estimate standard errors from a simple bootstrap routine (1,000 replications).
Whiskers depict 95% confidence intervals.
* - significant at 10%, ** - significant at 5%, *** - significant at 1%.
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Infectious disease

Cancer

Blood

Endocrine / metabolic

Mental / behavioral

Nervous system

Ear / eye

Circulatory

Respiratory

Digestive

Musculoskeletal / bone

Genital

Pregnancy

Non−pregnancy

Unclassified symptoms

Other factors

−.04 −.03 −.02 −.01 0 .01 .02 .03 .04

Treatment effect

(a) 6 Months - Absolute Magnitude
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Treatment effect

(b) 24 Months - Absolute Magnitude

Infectious disease

Cancer

Blood

Endocrine/metabolic

Mental health

Nervous

Ear/eye

Circulatory

Respiratory

Digestive

Musculoskeletal

Urogenital

Pregnancy

Non−pregnancy

Ill−defined symptoms

Other

−.5 0 .5

Adjusted treatment effect

(c) 6 Months - Relative to Mean

Infectious disease

Cancer

Blood

Endocrine/metabolic

Mental health

Nervous

Ear/eye

Circulatory

Respiratory

Digestive

Musculoskeletal

Urogenital

Pregnancy

Non−pregnancy

Ill−defined symptoms

Other

−.4 −.2 0 .2 .4

Adjusted treatment effect

(d) 24 Months - Relative to Mean

Figure B2: Effect of referral to funds on probability of healthcare, By diagnosis type

Notes: Results are for our main sample of eligible first-time callers within the last six months, July 1, 2013 - December 31, 2015. N =
8,585. Each point estimate corresponds to a separate regression coefficient on fund availability. The outcome is a dummy for receiving
treatment for the listed type of care within the specified timeframe after the call. All regressions include calendar and fund-specific
eligibility controls (Zis), as well as controls for other observables (Xis), as in Eq. (2). See the notes of Table 6 for a list of controls.
In panels (a) and (b), point estimates are absolute treatment effects, and we compute heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. In
panels (c) and (d), we scale treatment effects by dividing the funds coefficient by the control group mean for the specified outcome and
timeframe. We derive standard errors using a non-linear Wald test. In all cases, the whiskers depict 95% confidence intervals.
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